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Department Storage



Stanley® Vidmar® Automotive Storage Systems 

Favored by auto dealers, service centers, manufacturers, race teams, and custom shops

around the globe, Stanley Vidmar is custom-built around your exact requirements. Store it, 

protect it, and retrieve it with one tough storage system:  

• Custom-built around your space, equipment, and personnel.  

• Designed to increase productivity, efficiency, and revenue.

• All storage cabinets backed by a lifetime warranty!  

For more information or to schedule a free site analysis, call 800-523-9462

or visit StanleyVidmar.com/Automotive.

Organization—it’s the key to 
any well-run automotive parts
department. To be organized (and
stay organized), you need the power
of an efficient storage system on
your side. You need the power of
Stanley Vidmar.
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Wherever you need to work,
Stanley® Vidmar® mobile
storage cabinets are in 
on the action!

The Stanley® Vidmar®

Automotive Technician’s 
Center (ATC) combines 

tool and equipment storage,
overhead storage, technical

benching, computer cabinets,
hydraulic lift controls, hose 

reel storage, and more! 

Service Department Storage

Stanley Vidmar takes service departments around the world to new levels 

in terms of profitability, organization, accountability, and appearance:  

• Custom storage components can be positioned exactly where you need 
them most. Technicians become more efficient! 

• Drawer configurations so precise they can be designed around individual tools. 

• Multiple technicians can work out of the same secure toolbox! 

• Super-tough storage components that stand up to even the most 
brutal working conditions. 

• Storage solutions can be custom-designed to match any interior 
or exterior design scheme. 

• Lifetime warranty on all Stanley® Vidmar® storage cabinets! 

Keep all tools and service equipment close at hand with Stanley Vidmar! 



Fully motorized for quick, easy storage and
retrieval, the Stanley® Vidmar® Tire Carousel
allows one operator to rotate carrier frames,
locate desired tire sets, stop at proper position,
and remove tires safely at floor level. 

Stanley® Vidmar® workstations can be
custom-configured as issue counters,
service counters, tech stations, 
or multi-person work centers. 

Parts Department Storage

Organization—it’s the key to any profitable parts department. 

To be organized (and stay organized), you need the power of 

an efficient storage system: 

• Two storage cabinets hold as much as five traditional shelving units! 

• Protect and control inventory while cutting retrieval times. 

• Fully extendable drawers can hold up to 400 lbs. each!

• Keep all parts secure and accounted for. 

• All Stanley® Vidmar® storage cabinets are backed by a lifetime warranty! 

You need to retrieve thousands of parts on any given day. 

Make sure they’re all exactly where you need them with 

a custom Stanley® Vidmar® storage solution! 



A secure, automated storage solution, the Stanley®

Vidmar® Vertical Lift Module (VLM) can be built up 
to 40 feet high and store up to 40,000 line items! 

Special Tools Storage 

Custom-designed around auto manufacturer-designated 

special  tools, the Stanley® Vidmar® special tools system gives 

every item in your inventory a singular, easy-to-find location: 

• Drawer liners have a tool image and part number 
in each tool’s location. 

• Your master index lists every tool number and 
its location by drawer number. Large drawer 
numbers on each drawer pull make drawers 
easy to find! 

• New drawer liners and master index updates 
are provided on a regular basis. Your system 
is always up to date! 

• Interlocking steel partitions are repositionable. 

• Drawer liner laminates are oil- and gasoline-resistant. 

Organize and protect all of your required tools in a secure, 

heavy-duty environment—and locate any tool in seconds! 



America’s premier manufacturer of automotive storage solutions, Stanley Vidmar is proud to specialize in 
storage systems designed exclusively for the automotive world. What makes us different than the other guys?
Vidmar knows the auto industry inside and out, and our vast experience with a long list of unique vehicles 
and needs makes us the ideal choice for your day-to-day applications. Better yet, all Stanley® Vidmar®

storage cabinets are backed by a heavy-duty lifetime warranty!

When it comes to your specific needs, a Stanley Vidmar Storage Sales Engineer will analyze your space and 
determine the Vidmar solutions that will most benefit your operation. From there, Vidmar will help you design 
a custom storage installation that holds up to your toughest demands. Stanley® Vidmar® automotive storage 
components include: 

Save space, save time, and save money with a premium-strength storage solution that 
will grow as you grow. To get in touch with a Stanley Vidmar Storage Sales Engineer, 
call 800-523-9462 or visit StanleyVidmar.com/Automotive.

Modular Storage Cabinets 

Mobile Storage Cabinets 

Automotive Tech Center

Tire Storage

ESD Cabinets

NC Tool Storage

Toolboxes

And More!

Workstations & Benching

Adjustable Racking Systems 

Vertical Lift Systems

Mezzanine Systems
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Introducing TOUGH Seating by Stanley Vidmar, the ultimate combination 
of down-and-dirty ruggedness and hour-after-hour comfort.

Built Vidmar-tough for performance that lasts and ergonomically 
designed to ensure proper body support, TOUGH Seating is 
available in an array of styles for specific job tasks. When it’s time 
to get the job done, it’s time to get TOUGH.


